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Belgian Cayman Tax: non-EEA Royal
Decree finally published

The long awaited Royal Decree amending that of 23 August
2015 regarding entities with legal personality outside the EEA
(non-EEA entities) has been published in the Official Journal of
16 May 2019 (Dutch | French). As expected, the text of this
new ‘non-EEA Royal Decree’ has been adjusted to better align
with the text of the new ‘EEA-Royal Decree’ (see previous
newsflash coverage).
The previous version of the non-EEA Decree contained a nonexhaustive list, with 66 non EEA-entities deemed to be legal
arrangements. The presumption can be rebutted in a given
year if the taxpayer proves an effective taxation of at least
15% of the deemed Belgian tax base.
The new non-EEA Royal Decree keeps the original list of 66
entities, but adds two new rebuttable presumptions (in line
with the general wording in the EEA Royal Decree):


Firstly, the Cayman Tax is presumed to apply to all nonEEA public, institutional and private collective investment
companies (UCITS as well as AIF). The Cayman Tax will
only apply if the UCITS/AIF are held by one person or by
several related individuals.



Secondly, the Cayman Tax is presumed to apply to all nonEEA hybrid companies. Those companies are tax
transparent in the non-EEA jurisdiction where they are
established, but not transparent according to Belgian tax
law.

One should bear in mind that the decree only applies to legal
entities with legal personality (type 2 legal arrangements).
Entities without legal personality, such as trusts, are a
separate category of legal arrangements under Cayman Tax
(type 1) and are always in scope of Cayman Tax (counterproof
of 15% effective tax rate is not allowed), as are (insurance)

contracts linked to legal arrangements (type 3 legal
arrangements).
The amended Decree applies to income received, attributed or
made payable by non-EEA legal entities as of 1 January 2019.
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